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Abstract. We propose an optical method for uroflowmetry, exploiting the laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI)
technique onto an intermediate tubing apparatus having an elastic wall that can sensitively respond to flow-
induced shedding vortices. Based on the method, we devised and fabricated an elastic-walled U-shaped tubing
apparatus (EWUSTA), using the three-dimensional printing technique. We utilized the spatiotemporal contrast
scheme for the LSCI as a fast and reliable computational algorithm. We investigated three different materials of
flex-vinyl, ninja-flex, and natural rubber latex for the elastic wall of the EWUSTA in steady flow conditions, and
verified that their optimal operational ranges could extend up to 7, 15, and 25 ml/s, respectively. We charac-
terized the natural-rubber-latex-based EWUSTA in dynamic flow conditions in comparison with a commercial
reservoir-weight-transducer-based gravimetric flowmeter, and verified its feasibility. We stress that the proposed
method can offer precise and accurate information on flow dynamics. In addition, we found that the upper limit of
the optimal operational range of the proposed apparatus had strong correlation with the tensile strength of the
elastic-wall material. We reckon that the proposed and demonstrated method has great potential not only for
uroflowmetry but also for other flow-related medical and industrial applications. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original
publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.57.10.104110]
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1 Introduction
Storage and emptying of the urinary bladder is one of the
most important basic physiologies of the human body.
The micturition phenomenon is a result of an integral co-
ordination of the urinary bladder, urethral sphincter, pelvic
floor musculature, and nervous system.1 Lower urinary
tract dysfunctions are the most prevalent condition of the
urological outpatient clinic.2 The population having such
voiding dysfunctions and urinary incontinence is increasing
with ageing and degenerative neurological diseases. The
most important diagnostic modality for evaluating them is
urodynamic study, the very fundamental component of
which is in fact uroflowmetry.3

Uroflowmetry is a noninvasive, fast, and inexpensive pro-
cedure, capable of providing useful information on the blad-
der voiding pattern, during which a patient is only able to
empty his or her bladder either in standing or sitting posture.
Due to such a simple procedure, it is performed for most
patients, who visit the urological clinic for lower urinary
tract dysfunctions as the first-line test.4 To date, various
types of uroflowmeters have been developed for uroflowme-
try: the most common types of them are based on a weight

meter with a reservoir (gravimetric measurement), a rotating
disc, or an electronic dipstick.5 With them, a patient under
diagnosis is required to stand up in front of a micturition fun-
nel or to sit down on a micturition chair, while emptying his
or her bladder. However, these conventional uroflowmeters
have some unresolved issues with patients having problems
in urinating in a standing or sitting posture owing to various
reasons, such as paraplegia, back pain, psychological dis-
comfort, germ phobia, cortical inhibition, etc., thereby often
failing to provide appropriate test results. In such cases,
uroflowmetry may be performed more comfortably and cor-
rectly if a patient is allowed to empty his or her bladder in
a lying posture through a urinary catheter with extension
tubing that passes the urinary flow to a uroflowmeter placed
at a distant from the patient. However, the flow rate can easily
be distorted and delayed due to the long delivery section of
the urinary tubing. Moreover, the degree of the distortion can
also vary significantly, depending on the geometric conditions
around the patient. Thus, an alternative method for uroflow-
metry that does not necessarily rely on a long delivery pro-
cedure as well as being capable of avoiding using a bulky
reservoir or a heavy electro-mechanical system is currently in
high demand from the urological clinic.

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to develop an opti-
cal method for urinary flow measurement by exploiting laser
speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) combined with a specially
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designed tubing apparatus. The latter was devised to convert
the urinary flow into vortex-shedding-induced vibration,
which subsequently results in a corresponding perturbation
to the laser speckle pattern (LSP). This is because it is nearly
impossible to apply LSCI directly onto the bare urinary flow
due to the fact that it does not contain any significant amount
of scattering centers capable of producing LSPs resolvable
from the background image. We constructed a proof-of-
principle instrument based on the proposed method, using
a 650-nm laser diode, a charge-coupled device (CCD) cam-
era, and a three-dimensional (3-D)-printed tubing apparatus.
We successfully demonstrated its validity for the flow rate
up to 25 ml/s, which is high enough for uroflowmetry.
We discuss its performance characteristics in both steady
and dynamic flow conditions in comparison with the bench-
mark results obtained by a conventional reservoir-weight-
transducer-based gravimetric flowmeter (RWTB-GF).

2 Theory on Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging via
Flow-Induced Vibration

When coherent light is reflected or diffused by an optically
rough surface, one can observe a randomly distributed granu-
lar pattern of intensity distribution called a LSP. In fact, such
an LSP results from highly complicated, constructive, and
destructive interferences of coherent light.6 When the surface
moves, it causes subtle phase shift of the reflected or diffused
light, thereby leading to both temporal and spatial fluctuation
of the random intensity distribution. If this fluctuation is
statistically quantified, it gives information on how fast
the surface moves. Analyzing such an LSP, one can evaluate
its contrast CLS, i.e., the laser speckle contrast (LSC),
spatially, temporally, or spatiotemporally,7 which is normally
defined as the following:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;388CLS ¼ σ

hIi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hI2i − hIi2

p

hIi ; (1)

where σ and hIi denote the standard deviation and mean
value of the pixel intensities, respectively. The LSC is in
fact a function of the decorrelation time of the laser speckle
τc, which is related to the decorrelation velocity vc, such as
Ref. 8:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;287vc ¼
λ

2πτc
ðm∕sÞ; (2)

where λ is the wavelength of the incident light. The decor-
relation velocity is closely linked with the real velocity or the
time change rate of the movement of the given medium,
so that once the LSC is measured, the velocity or the time
change rate of the movement of the medium can be deter-
mined in a relative manner.9,10 Thus, LSCI can offer a power-
ful route for velocimetry as well as for flow visualization in
various applications, most vividly in biomedicine.7–10

LSCI can directly be utilized in measuring the velocity of
a fluidic flow as long as the flow contains a sufficient number
of scattering centers per unit volume, so that they can pro-
duce resolvable LSPs.11 Otherwise, one should measure
the flow rate indirectly via detecting the vibration of a thin
physical surface or wall that is in contact with the fluidic
flow, because the movement of fluid tends to induce vortex
shedding oscillation onto the contacting wall.12 In general,

the period of the vortex shedding oscillation τvs is inversely
proportional to the flow velocity such as in Ref. 13:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;326;730τvs ¼
d

St · v
ðsÞ; (3)

where St, v, and d denote the Strouhal number, the velocity
of fluid, and the cross-sectional dimension of the passage of
the flow (i.e., the diameter of tubing). If LSCI is applied onto
the wall of the passage of the fluidic flow, this characteristic
time constant τvs, must be strongly linked with the decorre-
lation time of the laser speckle τc.

14 Thus, as long as the wall
is elastic and sensitive enough to respond to the vortex
shedding oscillation induced by the fluidic flow, the LSCI
measurement onto the vibrating wall can be an effective
alternative method for measuring the velocity of the fluidic
flow in contact with the wall.

In order to determine the corresponding LSC, we simply
exploit the spatiotemporal method,15 in which the LSC is
directly calculated from a single set of the total number of
Nx × Ny × Nt pixels, where Nx and Ny denote the lengths
of pixels in the spatial domain and Nt denotes the number
of frames in the temporal domain. Unlike the conventional
spatial, temporal, or spatiotemporal calculation methods
used for in-vivo flow visualization,7 we do not need to obtain
any two-dimensional LSC map upon the LSCI measurement.
This is because, in our case, the physical quantity to measure
is the effective flow rate through the relatively thin urinary
catheter tubing, so that it is unnecessary to figure out the
velocity distribution over the cross-section of the tubing
by the urinary flow. Consequently, the calculation procedure
becomes very simple and straightforward, such that a single
contrast value is obtained based on the single data set of
Nx × Ny × Nt pixels.

Once the LSC is experimentally measured, we need to
correlate it with the real flow rate. The relationship between
the LSC (CLS) and the decorrelation time (τc) or the flow
velocity (v) can be expressed by a variety of different pre-
diction formulae, depending on the type of the statistical
velocity distribution.8 In general, a Lorentzian or Gaussian
distribution is frequently assumed if light scattering is gov-
erned by diffusive or ballistic dynamics, respectively.16

While one may consider some other types for the prediction
of the velocity from the LSC,17,18 we here consider
Lorentzian and Gaussian velocity distributions in the first
place. Wewill utilize both prediction formulae in comparison
with the experimental data and decide which formula is more
appropriate for our case in the following section. Both pre-
diction formulae are given by Ref. 19:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;326;216C2
LS ¼ β

e−2x þ 2x − 1

2x2
for a Lorentzian distribution (4)

or
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;326;162

C2
LS ¼ β

e−2x
2 − 1þ ffiffiffiffiffi

2π
p

x · erfð ffiffiffiffiffi
2x

p Þ
2x2

for a Gaussian distribution; (5)

where x ¼ T∕τc, and T, β, and erf denote the exposure time,
the loss or correction factor from the Siegert relation,20 and
the error function, respectively. Since we deal with the case
of LSCI via the flow induced vibration, we additionally
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introduce an empirical formula between the decorrelation
time τc and the velocity of the fluidic flow v such as:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;63;730τc ¼
α

v
ðsÞ; (6)

where α denotes a simple scaling constant to correlate τc
with v.21 While T is a given value, α and β have yet to be
determined through calibration procedure in comparison
with the reference data that should be obtained via separate
measurement with a reference flowmeter of known charac-
teristics, e.g., an RWTB-GF. The details of the calibration
procedure will be discussed in Sec. 4.1.

3 Experimental Arrangement
As discussed in the preceding section, an elastic wall is now
implemented into an intermediate tubing apparatus that can
be connected to the conventional urinary catheter tubing.
In fact, the flow characteristics obtained through this
elastic wall may considerably vary with its geometrical form,
dimension, elasticity, etc., on account of fluid–structure
interactions.22 Thus, we emphasize that an appropriate
design of the tubing apparatus as well as a sensible choice
of the elastic wall material are crucial in order to keep good
linearity between the vortex shedding frequency (which is
inverse of the period of the vortex shedding oscillation)
and the flow rate [see Eq. (3)]. To fabricate appropriate
and optimized tubing apparatus, we exploited 3-D printing
technology, which is an additive manufacturing method
used to create a 3-D object based on computer aided design
(CAD). With the technology, a solid object can be con-
structed in almost any shape or geometry by successively
adding materials layer by layer.23 After having investigated
a number of different designs of the tubing apparatus,
we eventually reached a prototype design, which was
based on the elastic-walled U-shaped tubing apparatus
(EWUSTA), as shown in Fig. 1. We note that this prototype
was actually one of the best designs that could lead to good
sensitivity and linearity between the vortex shedding fre-
quency and the flow rate. While we do not present them
all in our current discussion, they included a V-shaped and
I-shaped tubing apparatus with a variety of variations, for
example. We empirically figured out that when we reduced
the angle between the inlet water flow direction and the elas-
tic wall, thereby leading to the V-shaped tubing apparatus
or further to the I-shaped tubing apparatus, the sensitivity
of the LSCI measurement was considerably reduced in com-
parison with the case with the U-shaped tubing apparatus.

The EWUSTA consisted of three parts: a frame with a pair
of inlet and outlet tubing connectors, a frame mount, and
an elastic wall, i.e., an elastic flow-induced-vibration wall
(EFIVW). It was designed to be connected to urinary cath-
eter tubing through the inlet and outlet ports. The frame with
tubing connectors and the frame mount were 3-D printed
with acrylonitrile butadiene styrene filaments. The dimen-
sions of the frame mount were given by 40 × 20 mm2, and
the height and width of the frame mount were both 2 mm.
We note that the height of the frame mount was carefully
determined after iteratively testing a number of different
heights. In addition, the EFIVW was prepared in three differ-
ent materials, including flex-vinyl (FV), ninja-flex (NF), and
natural rubber latex (NRL) as typical examples, the details of
which are summarized in Table 1. We investigated these
three different options for the EFIVW, comparing their per-
formance characteristics in the following sections.

In Fig. 2, we illustrate the arrangement for our experi-
ment. We declare that the purpose of our experiment was
to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method, so
that we conducted it in nonclinical environments and in
room temperature conditions only, using laboratory water,
instead of using real urine specimens. This was mainly
because the physical properties of urine, including viscosity,
do not considerably differ from those of water.27,28 We note
that, in general, the flow-induced vibration may be signifi-
cantly dependent on the viscosity of the fluid; however, this
aspect cannot be a concern, because the viscosity of urine is
nearly the same as that of water, and it would not vary con-
siderably with its specific condition in room temperature.27,28

We controlled the flow rate of water by precisely adjusting
the valve opening of the laboratory water supply and quan-
tified it using a commercial RWTB-GF (Flowmaster, MMS),
which had the specific flow rate resolution of 1 ml/s. More
detailed experimental and computational procedures are
summarized in the flowchart illustrated in Fig. 3. We used
standard silicone rubber tubing with an inner diameter of
5 mm and a length of ∼1.4 m to deliver the laboratory
water into the inlet of the EWUSTA. We also used the
same type of tubing of ∼0.5 m to drain the water through
the outlet port of the EWUSTA into the funnel-hopper
assembly of the RWTB-GF, with which we determined
the reference flow rates to calibrate the EWUSTA measure-
ments. We note that while the cross-sectional diameter of the
inlet tubing could modify the overall characteristics of the
EWUSTA, it was not considered as a design parameter.
This was because the cross-sectional diameter of the standard
urinary catheter tubing is, in general, fixed to 5 mm. For
LSCI, we set up a diode laser operating at 650 nm withFig. 1 Computer aided design image of the EWUSTA.

Table 1 Characteristic parameters of the three different materials for
the EFIVW.

EFIVW material FV24 NF25 NRL26

Thickness 0.13 mm 1 mm 0.15 mm

Tensile strength 20.5 MPa 26 MPa 30 MPa

Relative elasticitya 0.4 0.6 to 0.8 1

Break elongation 400% 500% Over 600%

aNormalized relative to the elasticity of NRL.
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50-mW output power (SDL650-50, SDLaser) to illuminate
the surface of the EFIVW with coherent light, and a CCD
camera (VH310C, VIEWorks) to obtain the LSP images
from it. The linewidth of the diode laser was ∼1 nm. The
unit pixel size of the CCD camera was 7.4 μm, and the
F-number of its imaging lens was 1.9. We note that we
adjusted the magnification of the imaging setup in order that
the typical speckle sizes became as large as at least two pix-
els of the CCD camera, satisfying the Nyquist criterion.16,29

We also note that all the three materials tested for the EFIVW
were nearly or completely opaque, so that no direct backscat-
tered light from the water flow could contribute in the mea-
sured LSPs. The LSP image data were taken and processed
by a personal computer (PC), using a commercial computa-
tional programming tool (MATLAB R2016b, MathWorks).

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Spatiotemporal LSCI on EWUSTA in
Steady Flow Conditions

We first carried out spatiotemporal LSCI with the 3-D
printed EWUSTA in steady flow conditions, investigating

the three materials specified in Table 1 for the EFIVW.
The general procedure for the spatiotemporal LSCI was
as the following: we set the exposure time of the CCD at
10 ms, considering that the typical period of the vortex
shedding oscillation was in the same order or significantly
less than that.30 While the full-size image taken by the
CCD camera could be as large as 640 × 480 pixels, we only
took 200 × 100 pixels positioned in the middle in order to
eliminate undesirable fringing effects by the edge of the
frame mount, to which the EFIVW was attached with adhe-
sives. We took five images consecutively, so that the total
number of 200 × 100 × 5 pixels formed the single dataset
for calculating the corresponding LSC under the spatiotem-
poral method.7,21 In addition, the flow rate was also measured
by the RWTB-GF at the same time for comparison and
calibration purposes.

In Fig. 4, we illustrate typical snap shots of the LSPs
recorded by the CCD camera from the EWUSTA with the
three different EFIVW materials for different flow rates.
While it may not be straightforward to perceive the precise
contrast changes of the LSPs with respect to flow rate, one
can notice that the LSPs became more blurred as the flow

Fig. 2 Experimental arrangement for LSCI on the EWUSTA: (a) schematic of the experimental setup and
(b) image of the real experimental setup.

Fig. 3 Flowchart for the LSCI-based flow measurement.
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rate increased, which implies the gradual reduction of the
corresponding LSC.

In Fig. 5, we illustrate the experimentally measured LSC,
i.e., CLS, with respect to flow rate. We note that the flow
rate was initially determined by the reference RWTB-GF.
In the figure, we also plotted the fitting curves by the pre-
diction formulae based on both Lorentzian and Gaussian dis-
tributions [see Eqs. (4) and (5)], for which we numerically
obtained the two calibration factors of α and β for both cases,
such that the root-mean-squared (rms) error of the prediction
values against the experimental data points should be mini-
mized with them. While both Lorentzian- and Gaussian-
based prediction formulae could produce fitting curves
matching well with the experimental data points, the latter
performed better than the former for all three cases of the
EFIVW materials. This means that the laser scattering proc-
ess induced by the vibration of the EFIVW was governed
mostly by ballistic (Gaussian) dynamics.8,22 In addition,
we noticed that the optimal operating range of the EFIVW
significantly varied with the material kind: the maximal
ranges were limited to 7, 15, and 25 ml/s for FV-, NF-,
and NRL-EFIVWs, respectively. In other words, within the
maximal ranges, the behaviors of EFIVWs could be pre-
dicted by the prediction formulae. This also means that
within the ranges, the vortex shedding frequencies had
sufficiently linear relationship with the applied flow rates

[see Eqs. (3) and (6)]. However, once the flow rate exceeded
the maximal ranges, its behavior could not be predicted or
described by the given formulae. We suspect the limitation
of the optimal operating range was due to the fact that if
the EFIVW material was strained too much by hydraulic
pressure, its deformation became inelastic.31 We will discuss
this matter in more detail in Sec. 5. All the measured and
predicted values are summarized in Table 2, along with all
the corresponding calibration parameters.

Nevertheless, the, NRL-EWUSTA exhibited superior per-
formance over the other two in terms of the maximal range of
the measurable flow rate, which we think must be suffi-
ciently suitable for uroflowmetry applications. Hence, we
hereafter chose the NRL-EWUSTA for further investigation
in dynamic flow conditions.

4.2 Spatiotemporal LSCI Based on NRL-EWUSTA in
Dynamic Flow Conditions

To verify the performance of the NRL-EWUSTA in dynamic
flow conditions or in real-time measurement conditions, we
arranged another set of experiment as the following: in gen-
eral, a typical time scale for uroflowmetry is in the order of
tens of seconds, so that we carried out the spatiotemporal
LSCI onto NRL-EWUSTA in dynamic flow conditions for
∼30 s as a typical example. In this case, we took consecutive

Fig. 4 Snap-shot images of the LSPs taken from the EFIVWs of FV, NF, and NRL for different flow rates,
respectively.

Fig. 5 LSCI measurement results in steady flow conditions, fitted with the prediction formulate based on
Lorentzian (blue-dotted) and Gaussian (red-dashed) distributions: (a) FV-EWUSTA, (b) NF-EWUSTA,
and (c) NRL-EWUSTA. The error bars denote the standard deviations of the total number of measure-
ments of six times per point.
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LSP images, using the CCD camera at 60 frames/s with its
exposure time set at 10 ms, which means the temporal
resolution of the dynamic LSC measurement was given by
∼67 ms∕measurement.

In addition, we also measured the flow rate of the water
coming through the outlet port of the EWUSTA, using the
RWTB-GF. Although this outlet flow might not be as iden-
tical as the inlet flow from the viewpoint of dynamic flow
behavior, we think that it could still provide meaningful
benchmarking data points. In general, water is nearly incom-
pressible, so that as long as the water inside the tubing con-
tinues to flow and there is no leak in the passage, the flow
rate should be preserved.32 In order to minimize a possible
flow distortion and delay by the extension tubing from the
outlet port of the EWUSTA, we made it as short as ∼0.5 m,
placing the funnel-hopper assembly of the RWTB-GF as
close as possible to the EWUSTA. All the other general pro-
cedures were as similar as those taken in the preceding sec-
tion, except for synchronously recording all the data points
from both the EWUSTA and the RWTB-GF. We prepared
two sets of NRL-EWUSTA-I and NRL-EWUSTA-II in order
to investigate them from the viewpoint of the reproducibility
of performance. We note that while EWUSTAs could be 3-D
printed in a nearly identical form, the NRL-EFIVWs were
attached to them manually, so that the calibration factors
for the normalized prediction formula had to be determined
individually, such that α ¼ 6.77 and β ¼ 7.56 × 10−1 for
the former and α ¼ 5.10 and β ¼ 9.13 × 10−1 for the latter,
relying on the Gaussian-based formula. In Fig. 6, we illus-
trate the flow rates obtained by both NRL-EWUSTAs (blue
traces) in dynamic flow conditions in comparison with those
obtained by the commercial RWTB-GF (red traces).

From the illustrated results [see Figs. 6(a) and 6(d) at
first], one can see that there were a couple of distinct features
while the general trends of the dynamic response curves
obtained by the NRL-EWUSTAs, including its overall
shapes and levels, were matched well with those obtained
by the RWTB-GF: first, the response curves by the NRL-
EWUSTAs exhibited fast oscillating ripples, whereas those
by the RWTB-GF did not. Second, there were some temporal
shifts or delays between the two response curves, which var-
ied considerably with time. As for the first distinct feature,
the ripples in the response curves by the NRL-EWUSTAs
might be due to the transient turbulences of the water

flow inside the EWUSTAs, which in turn incurred the cor-
responding changes in the LSPs through the EFIVWs.
In contrast, such behaviors were not apparent in the measure-
ments by the RWTB-GF. One can explain this discrepancy in
two folds: one is that abrupt or fast changes in the water flow
might have been regulated physically by the ∼0.5-m-length
silicon-rubber tubing connected to the outlet port of the
EWUSTA as well as the funnel-hopper assembly of the
RWT-GF. The other is that they might have been regulated
electronically by averaging the data points within a certain
time interval in the case of the RWTB-GF. In fact, we exper-
imentally observed that the RWTB-GF consistently could
not resolve out any transient effects within a ∼1.5-s interval
even in direct measurement conditions. Thus, we suspect that
the second explanation may well be plausible to some extent.
In addition, if one regards that the fast oscillating ripples in
the response curves by the NRL-EWUSTAs were artifacts
caused by the transient turbulences of the water flow, one
can readily remove them out via a simple electronic or
numerical process, such as exploiting a low-pass filter or
averaging the data points within a specific interval. The
curves shown in Figs. 6(b), 6(c), 6(e), and 6(f) represent
the results when we implemented both techniques, respec-
tively. For the former, we applied a Gaussian low-pass filter
with a cut-off frequency of 1.5 Hz in the full-width at half
maximum to the original data directly obtained by the NRL-
EWUSTAs. For the latter, we performed averaging for 30
consecutive data points (i.e., 0.5 s in terms of time interval)
to determine the flow rate at a specific time. One can see that
both techniques worked very well, efficiently eliminating the
ripples, such that the resultant response curves look more
matched with those by the RWTB-GF.

As for the temporal shift or delay feature, one can see
that both response curves by the NRL-EWUSTAs precede
those by the RWTB-GF by ∼2 s at the initial stage. This
was mainly due to the fact that the water flow arrived to
the RWTB-GF through the ∼0.5-m-length silicon-rubber
tubing and a funnel-hopper assembly after going through
the EWUSTA first. Thus, one may think that the time delay
should simply be determined by the distance between the
EWUSTA and the RWTB-GF, if one excludes any internal
time delay by the RWTB-GF system itself. However, the
measured discrepancy was not that simple. In particular,
the time delay between the two responses was of ∼2 s at

Table 2 LSC (CLS) values with respect to flow rate for three different EFIVWs.

Flow rate (ml/s) 0 1 3 5 27

FV LSC (CLS)
α ¼ 4.88 × 10−1

β ¼ 6.59 × 10−1

0.641 0.453 0.335 0.240 0.199

Flow rate (ml/s) 0 3 5 8 12 15

NF LSC (CLS)
α ¼ 8.14 × 10−1

β ¼ 4.49 × 10−1

0.637 0.398 0.299 0.251 0.192 0.176

Flow rate (ml/s) 0 5 10 15 20 25

NRL LSC (CLS)
α ¼ 4.87
β ¼ 7.66 × 10−1

0.439 0.395 0.368 0.344 0.326 0.309
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the opening stage, whereas it tended to be was reduced to
∼0.5 s at the closing stage. This was due to the fact that
as long as there was hydraulic pressure by the water supply
in the drainage tubing, the measurement at the RWTB-GF
was simply delayed by the time interval that the actual
water flow took traveling the distance between the
EWUSTA and the RWTB-GF. However, once there was
no hydraulic pressure by the water supply to the
EWUSTA, i.e., no water flow at the EWUSTA, the amount
of water remaining within the drainage tubing attached to the
EWUSTA could not continue to flow into the funnel-hopper
assembly of the RWTB-GF. This was because water is

essentially incompressible in normal conditions,33 so that
the water flow to the RWTB-GF was stopped nearly as
soon as the valve of the water supply was closed. We
note that this aspect may hit a critical issue for the
RWTB-GF-based measurement unless the length of the uri-
nary catheter tube is negligibly short, because the amount of
urine being stuck within the urinary catheter tubing cannot
be correctly weighed (or counted) by the RWTB-GF, thereby
causing considerable underestimation of the total amount of
urine to be measured. In fact, one can clearly observe the
possible consequence from the curves illustrated in Fig. 7,
in which we illustrate the aggregated amounts of water

Fig. 6 LSCI measurement results in dynamic flow conditions: (a) NRL-EWUSTA-I with original data,
(b) with 1.5-Hz-filtering, (c) with 30-point averaging; (d) NRL-EWUSTA-II with original data, (e) with
1.5-Hz-filtering, and (f) with 30-point averaging.

Fig. 7 Aggregated amounts of water measured by the EWUSTAs and the RWTB-GF: (a) obtained from
Figs. 6(a)–6(c) and (b) obtained from Figs. 6(d)–6(f).
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obtained from the EWUSTA and the RWTB-GF, respec-
tively, integrating the flow rates shown in Fig. 6, with respect
to time. One can see that there is a considerable gap of
∼13 ml in the final values between the EWUSTA measure-
ments and the RWTB-GF measurements for both cases.
These measurement gaps indicate that there must be a certain
amount of water remaining in the drainage tubing even after
the flow rate had been reduced to zero, which we estimated
to be ∼11 ml, taking into account all the inner space of the
EWUSTA and the drainage tubing between the EWUSTA
and the RWTB-GF. We suspect that the small discrepancy
between the measured and estimated gap values might
be due to the transient response of the EFIVW of the
EWUSTA to the abrupt hydraulic pressure change inside
the tubing, as one can see that there are small side lobes
or tails at t ¼ ∼27 s or t ¼ ∼20 s in Fig. 6(a) or Fig. 6(d),
respectively, out of which we estimated that the discrepan-
cies were given by ∼2.5 ml and ∼1.3 ml, respectively.
Nevertheless, both EWUSTAs worked very well with near-
identical performance, so that there remains no critical issue
with reproducibility of performance.

5 Discussion
We devised an intermediate structure called EWUSTA to
facilitate LSCI measurement of fluidic (or urinary) flow,
where an EFIVW was supposed to convert the flow rate
into the corresponding LSC. Our approach was performed
under the assumption that the EFIVW responds linearly to
the vortex shedding oscillation induced by the fluidic flow
without considerable distortion. It has been verified with
our experimental demonstrations that various elastic materi-
als could satisfactorily be utilized as an EFIVW but with
different optimal operational ranges: e.g., up to 7 ml/s with
FV, 15 ml/s with NF, and 25 ml/s with NRL. Within the
optimal operational ranges, the relationship between the
flow rate and the vibration frequency remained linear, so
that one could determine the flow rate from the measured
LSC. For this, an extra procedure should be taken in order
to determine the calibration factors of α and β [see Eqs. (4)–
(6)]. We emphasize that the operational range up to 25 ml/s
in the case of the NRL-EWUSTA should be high enough for
uroflowmetry in most cases. We figured out that the maximal
operational range was critically related with the elastic prop-
erty of the EFIVW. In particular, as shown in Table 1, the
tensile strength had strong correlation with the upper limit
of the optimal operational range. The tensile strength is
defined by the maximal strain, to which the linearity between
stress and strain can hold.34 In other words, up to the
maximal strain point, the elastic or Young’s modulus of
the material remains constant. Thus, deformations of the
material can completely be recovered upon removal of the
strain as long as the applied strain is below the tensile
strength. Otherwise, the deformations become irrecoverable,
so that oscillatory deformations, i.e., vibrational motions
tend to be anharmonic and nonlinear, as was observed in
our experiments. In general, the tensile strength or elastic
modulus is an inherent characteristic of a material irrespec-
tive of its geometric shape or condition.26 Thus, the proper
choice of the EFIVW material is crucial for elongation of
the optimal operational range of the proposed method.

We stress that the issues with the RWTB-GF measure-
ment observed and quantified in Figs. 6 and 7 in dynamic

flow, conditions will become more serious if the length of
the urinary catheter tubing is long or the strength of the uri-
nary flow is weak, which is in fact a frequent situation with
diagnosing various lower urinary tract dysfunctions.2,35

In other words, when a conventional bulky reservoir-type
flowmeter, such as the RWTB-GF we used as the reference
flowmeter in the experiment, is placed at a distance from
a patient with lengthy catheter tubing, the resultant uroflow-
metry can give rise to significantly inaccurate outcomes,
having large dependency of geometric conditions around
a patient under diagnosis. In contrast, the proposed LSCI-
based EWUSTA can be very effective for resolving out such
issues, because it can be made relatively compact, being able
to be placed very close to a patient under diagnosis.

We note that aging effects of the fabricated EWUSTA
were not considerably noticed during the measurement.
In fact, aging effects should not be a big issue, because we
assume that the EWUSTA is a cheap disposable component,
so that it is not necessarily supposed to be used multiple
times if it is used under clinical conditions.

We finally note that the LSCI-based EWUSTA in the
current investigation was built as a prototype, only utilizing
commercial components and devices. As a result, the devel-
oped system had to be still a bit bulky in size and to be fixed
in a stable location in order to perform the flow measurement
properly. However, we think that this aspect can significantly
be enhanced if we utilize more compact and custom-
designed components and devices along with proper pack-
aging or fiberization.21,36 In fact, an optical computer mouse,
which is actually based on the LSCI technology, is a good
example indicating that a typical LSCI system has already
dwindled down to the size of centimeters.37 Therefore,
there is enough potential that our device can be as small
as an optical mouse. This will make the LSCI-based flow-
meter portable and inexpensive, so that it can readily be
utilized even at a patient’s home. In such cases, patients
who feel discomfort having a test at clinic can perform uro-
flowmetry for themselves with psychological comfort, which
may lead to even better uroflow data acquisition.

6 Conclusion
We have developed an LSCI-based flowmeter with EWUSTA
as an optical method for uroflowmetry. We verified its effec-
tiveness and feasibility in both steady and dynamic flow con-
ditions within flow rate up to 25 ml/s. Although it should
need further improvement in terms of compact packaging
and subsequent clinical studies, this method has great poten-
tial not only for uroflowmetry but also for other flow-related
medical and industrial applications. Furthermore, one may
also think of increasing the sensitivity of the system by
exploiting an auxiliary speckled reference beam.38
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